Kaps TFT-display mount

TFT-display mount for Kaps SOM 62 or mobile stand

With the Kaps TFT-display mount the user can be easily position the display for comfortable viewing or even move it out of the way when not in use.

- Ideal ergonomic comfort for the user
- Easy and simple mounting on SOM 62 or mobile stand
- Adjustable in height above the column, column length 400 mm
- Swing, tilt or turn the flat panel monitor for maximum efficiency
- VESA® Flat Display Mounting Interface (FDMI™) Standard compliant for easy monitor attachment (up to 22"

- Including mounting-set and instruction

(order no 162-205-000)
Displays

Neovo DR 22
This series is specially designed for dental settings. Its image optimization capability allows dentist to get across patient diagnosis and treatment data more effectively, and its appealing white exterior and NeoV™ Optical Glass attests to the EN/IEC 60601-1-certified display’s excellence in form as well as in function.

- 22”-display
- LED-Backlit with a high 1920 x 1080 resolution
- NeoV™ Optical Glass & metal housing for excellent cleanability and protection
- AIP-Technology: PIP; integrated image-optimization
- Durable metal housing
- Inputs: Display Port, DVI, VGA, HDMI, S-Video, CVBS (BNC x 2)
- built-in speaker (2W x 2)
- Response time: 5 ms
- Illuminator mode for easy X-ray film viewing
- DC 24V medical-grade power adaptor allows longer distance connection
- Compliant with EN60601-1 and IEC60601-1 medical certification
- EU Energy Efficiency Classes: A

order no  800-000-022

Neovo X-22Ew
Featuring new adjustable gamma and black level settings to bring you the ideal images regardless of signal quality, the X-22Ew is a durable 22” display designed for professional and public environments.

- 22”-display
- LED-backlit technology with high 1920 x 1080 resolution
- NeoV™ Optical Glass
- AIP Technology: PIP and PBP functions; Noise Reduction
- Black Level alignment
- Versatile inputs: VGA, DVI, HDMI, DisplayPort, Audio-In
- built-in speakers (2W x 2)
- Durable metal housing

order no  800-000-021